
Artist Statement

Coping with issues bearing down on modernity like climate change and systemic oppression
is a task that can mount to crushing proportions. I’ve come to find that through understanding how
these issues manifest in my immediate environment while building a network of other people on the
path to freedom for all, I can maintain a sense of hope and acceptance that cultivating a more just
and habitable world is possible. I hold a personal philosophy that social and ecological equilibrium
must be attained through the active acknowledgement of the interdependence of things, which is
the thematic basis of All We Are is All We’ve Got. My work documents my ongoing endeavor to
respond to social and environmental issues that affect me directly in a way that might reverberate to
the resolution of issues on a larger scale. I highlight collectivism and interdependability as root
principles from which revolutionary action can transpire. Images of species native to southwest
Texas honor the importance of specific elements in our local ecology, serving as reminders to
consider how biodiversity affects humans and how we can enable it to flourish. The same idea
applies not only to preserving the diversity of species in nature, but also the diversity of people and
perspectives in one’s social realm. My work is an exploration of individual vs collective identity,
ecological balance, and my personal relationship to wilderness and modernity.

I align with Social Ecology, a political philosophy introduced by revolutionary theorist
Murray Bookchin in the 1960s.  He proposed organizing society in egalitarian harmony with the
natural world. One of his books appears in the drawing “Earth Witness”, which incorporates  other
philosophical interpretations of nature as well as Buddhist iconography. My tendency to view
societal and spiritual struggle through a natural lens can be traced to my rural upbringing on a
remote livestock ranch. “Baby Leche” is a life sized charcoal portrait of my first horse and is
emblematic of my formative years spent in nature. “Displacement” parallels themes of native species
conservation and colonization by illustrating the ongoing struggle between whitetail deer and
invasive axis throughout Texas, including my hometown region.

As we emerge from one of the longest drought periods in my county’s history, I’ve also been
dwelling on issues of water conservation. “Dead Fish in Las Moras I and II” allude to the recent event
of our precious Las Moras Spring in Brackettville drying up, an event I fear will become
commonplace as climate change accelerates and private landowners continue to take advantage of
our county’s complacent groundwater management authority. Springs and other natural bodies of
water fascinate me as origin points of human history, since we find ourselves living in a place like
Brackettville or San Antonio only because people like the Lipan Apache or Payaya and other
Coahuiltecan bands of these respected areas gathered around water and maintained a mutually
supportive relationship with the surrounding land. “Prostration to Yanaguana (San Antonio River)” is
a sculpture acknowledging the history and present reality of what we now call the San Antonio River,
which is named Yanaguana by indigenous inhabitants for its embodiment of an animating Spirit. The
sculpture is made of clay from Las Moras Creek, the waterway which flows out of a historic natural
spring in my hometown. I plan to return the piece back to its source and watch the water reclaim it.


